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Lateral Image Errors
of Fixed Camera Payloads
by
Thomas M. Fisher, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2016
Major Professor: Dr. R. Rees Fullmer
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
This thesis developed a Rudder Augmented Trajectory Correction (RATC) method for
small unmanned aerial vehicles. The goal of this type of controller is to minimize the lateral
image errors of body-fixed non-gimbaled cameras. This is achieved through both aggressive
trajectory following and the elimination of the roll angle present in current aileron only
trajectory correction autopilots. The analytical derivation of the rudder augmented tra-
jectory correction controller is presented. Using estimated aerodynamic derivatives of the
Aerosonde UAV, RATC produced a stable and controllable system. This control algorithm
was integrated into the AggieAir Minion-class UAV using the Paparazzi open source au-
topilot. Flight results are presented that show significant reduction in the roll angle present
during trajectory correction. This is shown using both inertial measurement unit sensor
data as well as payload imagery collected over a selected region of interest. The conclusion
of this thesis is that the RATC algorithm is a viable solution to minimize lateral image
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Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
When using small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with cameras onboard for ground
surveying, two competing problems arise. First is the desire to keep the camera sensor
parallel with the ground and second is to maintain the proper flight path. When the
cameras are physically fixed to the UAV and as the plane banks to maintain the desired
path, the camera sensor is no longer kept parallel with the ground. This thesis focuses on
a method called rudder augmented trajectory correction that allows for flat turns instead
of banking the aircraft. Because of this, the camera is able to stay parallel with the ground
and the aircraft is still able to fly the desired path. This thesis showed the mathematical
background proving that such a concept is viable. The controller was implemented on a
small UAV and the results showed that using such a method decreased the error in the
camera imagery.
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The use of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in remote sensing programs is grow-
ing tremendously [1]. Often, these UAVs carry small scientific cameras to gather aerial
imagery [2] [3]. This imagery is used in a variety of civil and environmental engineering
applications [4]. Focusing on situations specifically dealing with aerial surveying, payload
performance is of utmost importance since multiple images have to be stitched together
into large single images or “mosaics.” While this is trivial with a small number of images,
UAV image datasets can be very large (often 500+ images). To decrease the time required
to create the final mosaic, accurate position and correct orientation of the payload during
flight is necessary. This brings to light two critical aspects of UAV performance. First, the
ability to follow the desired flight plan and second, keeping the camera pointed in the right
direction. This research focuses on the specific case of aerial surveying applications that
require the camera sensor to be as parallel with the ground as possible. With that in mind,
payload performance is maximized to the degree in which the UAV keeps the camera level
and positioned over the region of interest (ROI).
1.2 Trajectory Correction and the Impact on Payload Imagery
In the past, aileron only trajectory correction (AOTC) schemes have been successfully
implemented in small UAVs [5] [6]. They are simple, robust, and very well understood
from both human-piloted and UAV perspectives. Since aircraft are generally designed to
be stable in roll [7], AOTC methods are very robust. The primary means of correcting
trajectory errors is by banking the wing to one side and allowing the lateral component of
the lift vector to provide the restoring side force leading to a lateral acceleration back to the
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desired flight line. These bank angles can be greater than φ > 45◦. The higher the bank
angle, the larger the restoring side force and the better trajectory correction performance
of the AOTC method, reducing cross track lateral image error. However, this puts AOTC
in direct conflict with payload performance since the use of wing bank angle to correct
trajectory deviations introduces another source of lateral image error. As the aircraft rolls
(φ 6= 0), the center of the image is no longer aligned with the desired image location. In
some cases, the bank angle can be extreme enough that the desired ground image is no
longer in the camera field of view. This lateral shift in the imagery is aggravated as the
above ground level (AGL) altitude increases. As is discussed more in Chapter 3 (see Figure
3.1), the roll angle creates considerable lateral image error with a seemingly small amount
of bank angle. Since this trajectory correction method inherently introduces lateral error,
two general solutions have historically been implemented to correct this roll distortion in
the aerial imagery.
The first is the use of mechanical stabilization or “gimballing” of the camera [8]. Gim-
bals work by rotating the camera independent of the aircraft body-fixed coordinate frame.
They can be adapted to correct only bank (φ) deviations or can be configured to correct
both pitch and roll changes. While they can yield significant reductions in image error, they
add additional complexity and weight to the UAV payload. As the ratio of UAV maximum
takeoff weight (MTOW) to camera/payload weight increases, this leaves little room for ad-
dition mechanical stabilization. In addition, to accurately geo-reference the aerial imagery,
they require a separate inertial measurement unit (IMU) to determine the orientation of
the camera focal plane.
The second method is to use software to correct the shifted/rotated imagery [9] [10].
In a general sense, this works by mapping the deviated image to a flat plane equivalent.
However, if the end result is scientific-grade data, stretching and compressing of the image
pixels while mapping to an equivalent image can cause data loss. Such software correction
can be very computationally intensive. This impacts applications dealing with real-time
data correction and increases the time needed to generate mosaics.
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Instead of trying to work around the issues inherent in AOTC schemes, this thesis
research focused on the use of a different trajectory correction algorithm designated as
Rudder Augmented Trajectory Correction (RATC). In effect, it eliminated the root cause
of the lateral error due to roll angle found in AOTC. The focus was on low weight non-
gimballed (“fixed”) camera payloads and the use of the rudder control surface to provide
the trajectory correction.
1.3 Rudder Augmented Trajectory Correction: Overview
Rudder augmented trajectory correction (RATC) works by using the ailerons to main-
tain wings level flight. As the UAV drifts off the desired course, instead of banking the
aircraft with the ailerons, the rudder surface is used to apply the correction. Since the ver-
tical stabilizer is located behind the center of gravity, this produces a yawing moment. As
a result, the sideslip angle β (airflow relative to the aircraft axial plane) becomes nonzero.
The fuselage side force vector, CYβ , then also becomes nonzero and provides the restoring
side force. Using Newtons second law, this side force results in lateral acceleration back to
the desired flight line. The general principles behind RATC are not new concepts. Nearly
all full scale aircraft use rudder trim tabs for long range path trim. As early as 1935 the
German firm Siemens implemented a rudder course control unit that was tied directly to
a magnetic compass. While the control unit was effective at holding course over long dis-
tances, little mention was given to the amount of control that these systems had and their
ability for tight trajectory correction [11]. In more recent research, it has been shown that
the rudder control surface can correct heading deviations faster than its AOTC counter-
part [12]. This effect comes from two fundamental differences between AOTC and RATC
control schemes. First, the rudder input applies a direct moment on the aircraft along the
z-axis creating a change in heading. Second, as shown later, RATC does not require succes-
sive loop closure. This thesis expands on the idea of using the rudder as the primary means
of correcting course deviations and presents a control strategy that allows for aggressive
trajectory following.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: thesis statement and objectives
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are presented in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 deals with lateral camera image error; the AOTC
controller is introduced in Chapter 4; the RATC controller is derived in Chapter 5; the
simulation test cases and results are described in Chapter 6; the experimental setup in-
cluding changes to the open source autopilot is detailed in Chapter 7; flight test results are
presented in Chapter 8; implications of RATC on specialized imagery sets is described in
Chapter 9; final conclusions are presented in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2
Thesis and Research Objectives
2.1 Thesis Statement
Develop an alternative trajectory correction algorithm that utilizes the rudder control
surface as the primary means of trajectory correction to decrease the lateral image error in
fixed camera payload imagery.
2.2 Research Objectives
1. Develop a comprehensive mathematical derivation of the RATC trajectory algorithm.
2. Using estimated aerodynamic and control derivatives, show that the RATC produces
a stable, controllable system using classical 2nd order design tools.
3. Implement RATC on AggieAir Minion class UAV with the Paparazzi open source
autopilot.





3.1 Types of Image Error
Fig. 3.1: Imagery Errors from Lateral and Roll Deviations
Errortotal = Errorlateral + h̄ tan(φ) (3.1)
The image error (3.1) of the fixed camera imagery is modeled as two separate compo-
nents as shown in Figure 3.1. The first component, Errorlateral, is the lateral error from the
desired flight line. It can also be described as the error in the ground track if viewed from
above the aircraft. The second component, the image error due to bank angle (φ), is derived
from the geometry of the aircraft attitude. The significance of this second term is directly
related to the aircraft Above Ground Level (AGL) altitude. As the altitude increases, this
second term can quickly become the dominant error source. Since the aircraft is operat-
ing in 3-dimensional space, equation (3.1) can be defined in vector notation. However, in
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aerial imaging, constant distance from the ground is preferred to keep the Ground Spatial
Distance (GSD) the same. As a result, this thesis only deals with the portions of the flight
where the altitude is held steady and the pitch angle is negligible (θ ≈ 0). For the purposes
of this thesis, (3.1) will only refer to scalar components of the lateral and roll image error
and neglect pitch and yaw error contributions.
3.2 Path Errors
The path error, Errorlateral, can be mathematically modeled with regards to both
straight line and orbit following flight. It is important to note that the two error sources
from (3.2) never occur at the same time since they are functions of the path planning
algorithms in the autopilot.
Errorlateral = epy + eorbit (3.2)
3.2.1 Straight Line Flight
For straight line flight, the lateral error, epy, can be described as the distance perpen-
dicular to the desired flight path [5, p. 175-176]. The vectors pi and ri in (3.3) should not
be confused with the rolling and yawing rates of the aircraft. The vector pi points to the





 = RPathinertial(pi − ri) (3.3)
3.2.2 Orbiting or Circular Flight
The lateral error during orbit or circular trajectory following (eorbit) can be described
as the difference in the commanded radius versus the actual circular path of the UAV (3.4)
where,
√
(pn − cn)2 + (pe − ce)2 is the distance or ”radius” of the UAV from the center of
the commanded orbit. Using a orbit direction factor λ (λ =1→ CW orbit, λ = -1→ CCW
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4.1 AOTC Controllers: A Brief Primer
To help illustrate the differences between AOTC and RATC control schemes, a brief
introduction to the equations of motion governing AOTC flight will be presented. AOTC is
based on the aerodynamic principle that for coordinated turns (β = 0), a relationship exists
between the bank angle (φ), airspeed (Va), gravity (g), the climb angle (γ), and the turning











Assuming no wind, Va = Vg (see [5, p.23]), the heading rate of change ψ̇ can be described
with respect to the desired circular radius and the aircraft velocity (4.3). During the
coordinated turn (β = 0), the change rate in aircraft heading is equivalent to the change
rate in trajectory course ψ̇ = χ̇.













Using Laplace transforms and small angle approximations of tanφ, a transfer function







Using the aerodynamic coefficients, transfer functions between φ and δaileron can also be
developed. At this point, successive loop closure can be applied to the outer (course) and
inner (control surface) control loops defining the Aileron Only Trajectory Correction scheme
(AOTC). Since the inner loop must go to unity for successive loop closure to be valid, the
outer loop is considerably slower. While this doesn’t introduce large amounts of lag in
the natural frequency of the system, RATC doesn’t require successive loop closure and has





5.1 Aircraft Equations of Motion
The generalized nonlinear 6-degree of freedom (DOF) equations of motion for an air-
craft are shown in (5.1)-(5.4). For further explanation and derivation see [7]. The sign
conventions for the 12 states of (5.1)-(5.4) as well as the control surface deflections can be
found in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Fig. 5.1: Positive Coordinate Sign Convention
Nathan V. Hoffer c©2015, used with permission
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Fig. 5.2: Positive Deflection Sign Convention
Nathan V. Hoffer c©2015, used with permission



























































+ Iyzpr − Ixzqr
 (5.2)













CθCψ SφSθCψ − CθSψ CφSθCψ + SφSψ
CθSψ SφSθSψ − CφCψ CφSθSψ − SφSψ




















5.2 RATC Controller: A Brief Note
The goal of trajectory control is to bring χactual = χdesired. Expanding χactual and
assuming no wind, Va = Vg, χactual = ψ + β. Treating β as an input disturbance, RATC
approximates χ = ψ. The control design is simplified since there is only a single transfer
function between the desired heading input and the control surface deflection. This elim-
inates the need for successive loop closure as presented in Chapter 4 and allows RATC to
respond faster than its AOTC counterpart.
Interested readers should be aware that RATC schemes are more sensitive to changes in
the governing aerodynamic coefficients of the lateral force terms CY than AOTC. Depend-
ing on the aerodynamic configuration, these coefficients can cause significant deviations in
controller performance when compared with the results shown in this thesis. The largest
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contributors are the side force generation terms due to sideslip (β). If these are small, β
angles are higher, weakening the assumption made during the derivation of the controller
that β ≈ 0. For example, the Aerosonde UAV used in the simulation had high side force
generation terms and the corresponding β angles were low (see Figure 6.4). The Minion
UAV used for flight testing had considerably smaller CY terms and, as a consequence, the
β angles were 200− 400% higher (see Figures 8.13 and 8.20). Also, not all regimes of flight
are suitable for RATC. For instance, during climbing flight or when the assumptions that
q = 0 & q̇ = 0 are not valid, RATC can cause controller instabilities. In short, the RATC
algorithm as presented here is not as robust as the corresponding AOTC equivalent.
5.3 RATC Controller
Starting with (5.2) and assuming a symmetric aircraft, Ixy and Iyz = 0. The inertia
tensor on the right hand side of (5.2) can now be written as follows:
 Ixx 0 −Ixz0 Iyy 0
−Ixz 0 Izz
 (5.5)












Taking the inverse of (5.5) and multiplying on the left hand side of (5.2) along with algebraic




Γ1pq − Γ2qr + Γ3l + Γ4nΓ5pr − Γ6(p2 − r2) + mIyy
Γ7pq − Γ1qr + Γ4l + Γ8n
 (5.7)
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Where the reduced moment of inertia terms [5, p.36] in (5.7) are defined as:
Γ1 =
Ixz(Ixx − Iyy + Izz)
IxxIzz − I2xz
Γ2 =




















Focusing on the [ṙ = Γ7pq − Γ1qr + Γ4l + Γ8n] term from (5.7) we can further define l and




















+ Cnδa δa + Cnδr δr] (5.9)
Multiplying the inertia terms into (5.8) and (5.9) and combining like terms yields the
following reduced equation:
ṙ = Γ7pq − Γ1qr +
1
2






+ Crδa δa + Crδr δr] (5.10)
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Where the combined terms from (5.10) are defined as [5, p.62]:
Cr0 = Γ4Cl0 + Γ8Cn0
Crβ = Γ4Clβ + Γ8Cnβ
Crp = Γ4Clp + Γ8Cnp
Crr = Γ4Clr + Γ8Cnr
Crδa = Γ4Clδa + Γ8Cnδa
Crδr = Γ4Clδr + Γ8Cnδr








And applying small angle approximations about the trim conditions (φ and θ ≈ 0) yields
(5.12):
ψ̇ = r + qφ (5.12)
Taking the derivative gives (5.13):
ψ̈ = ṙ + q̇φ+ qφ̇ (5.13)
Using trim conditions q = 0 and q̇ = 0, Equations (5.12), (5.13), and (5.10) simplify to:
ψ̇ = r (5.14)










+ Crδa δa + Crδr δr] (5.16)
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+ Crδa δa + Crδr δr] (5.17)
Substituting (5.14) into (5.17) and rearranging yields:


















In an effort to bring the nonlinear equations of motion into canonical 2nd order plant
model form, the disturbances packed inside the dψ term from (5.11) are treated as input
disturbances. As a result, anytime β is nonzero, slight trajectory tracking errors will be
present. Also, the propeller thrust vector does contribute to the side force terms and this
contribution is directly related to β. Since β is assumed to be small, this effect is negligible.
However, as noted previously, if larger β angles are present during trajectory tracking, this
introduces another source of disturbance input not accounted for in the derivation of the
RATC controller.









Dropping the disturbance terms, the transfer function mapping the rudder deflection di-







Applying a proportional derivative (PD) controller and enforcing the assumption that χ = ψ
with β ≈ 0 yields (5.21). Since β is often nonzero in lateral maneuvering, we will treat β








s2 + s(aψ1 + aψ2kdψ) + kpψaψ2
(5.21)
Using 2nd order design models and equating to (5.21) results in a closed form solution for










Simulation of RATC controller
6.1 Simulation Setup
As a first step verification of the RATC controller, a simulation using a 6 degree of
freedom aircraft mathematical model was implemented. Matlab SimulinkTM environment
was employed to numerically integrate the equations of motion (5.1- 5.4). An autopilot
was also placed inside the simulation to allow control of the aircraft based on the methods
found in [5]. The aircraft model used in the simulation was the Aerosonde UAV [5] and its
aerodynamic and control derivatives are listed in Table 6.1.































In the implementation of the simulated RATC model, two goals were placed as a
priority. First, that the controller natural frequency would be aggressive and high enough
to ensure tight trajectory following. The second goal was an under damped system (ζψ < 1)















ρV 2a SwbwCrδr = −9.8816














s2 + 7.679s + 20.79
(6.1)
Evaluating the transfer function showed a stable system with two poles:
Poles = −3.839 ± 2.460i
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6.3 Test Cases and Simulation Results
Two cases were simulated to show controller performance with and without wind effects.
The chosen flight path is shown in Figure 6.1 with the blue line outlining the overall course
and the red circle representing the fillet placed into each corner to ensure smooth transitions
between flight lines. For the simulation, the aircraft completed two passes over the presented
flight plan. Also, the aircraft has been scaled up 100X so that its orientation can been seen
in simulation videos. The flight altitude is h̄ = 690m AGL.
• Case # 1: No Wind → Wn = 0 m/s, We = 0 m/s, Wd = 0 m/s
• Case # 2: Constant Wind (not gusting) → Wn = 5 m/s, We = 5 m/s, Wd = 0 m/s
Fig. 6.1: Simulation Flight Path
Video of the Case 1 simulations can be found at https://youtube/opKOcMzic8Q.
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6.3.1 Case 1 Results
In order to properly evaluate the performance of the RATC controller, an AOTC
controller was implemented and tuned as the reference baseline. In the following graphs,
RATC will be shown in black and AOTC will be shown in red.
Figure 6.2 shows the course error in degrees versus the simulation run time. Each
of the seven turns the aircraft made are clearly visible. This plot is especially important
in the context of showing an unbiased baseline. Both aircraft are very well tuned, with
the response and overshoot nearly identical. Overall, the course deviations from χC are
small but since RATC has faster heading response [12], it has slightly lower errors. Also,
as discussed in the derivation of RATC controller (similar assumptions are made for the
AOTC controller) β is treated as an input disturbance, so anytime sideslip is present (as it
is in all the simulated corners), the controller will not be able to perfectly track the given
course.
In Figure 6.3 the roll angle versus time is shown. At this point, a significant difference
is seen between the two control schemes. RATC has roll errors below 5 degrees whereas
AOTC is above 40. Also, it is interesting to note that in AOTC test the aircraft banks into
the corner, whereas with RATC it banks slightly out of the corner. This behavior can exist
but is based purely on the aerodynamics of the aircraft being modeled. However, while this
effect is undesirable from a stability and efficiency standpoint, in this case it does reduce
the image error by pointing the camera toward the desired flight line, thus negating part of
the lateral cross track error.
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Fig. 6.2: Course Error Case 1
Fig. 6.3: Roll Angle Case 1
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In Figure 6.4 the total sideslip angle is shown. Since the Aerosonde model used in the
simulations has large side force generation coefficients (CY ), small β angles are expected.
However, it shows that the RATC method requires significantly more sideslip to provide
the aggressive trajectory following, whereas AOTC can be designed to use none.
Fig. 6.4: Side Slip Angles Case 1
In Figures 6.5 and 6.6 the control input for both the aileron and rudder control surfaces
are shown versus time. Both show one of the principle drawbacks to the RATC method:
significantly higher control authority and movement required from both surfaces. From both
aerodynamic and controller perspectives, it is far less efficient. The aileron control surface
alone requires 400% more controller effort. While control surface input is worth increasing
to minimize image error, it does substantially increase drag as described in Section 9.1
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Fig. 6.5: Aileron Deflection Case 1
Fig. 6.6: Rudder Deflection Case 1
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In Figure 6.7, the lateral error in meters versus the simulation time is shown. Notice
that it is very similar to the course error and in both cases the total Errorlateral < 20m.
Again, this reinforces that with regards to “trajectory” errors, this aircraft performs equally
well with both schemes. RATC in simulation shows slight improvements in regards to
lateral error, but the bulk of the reduction of image error comes from lowered roll angle
requirements for trajectory correction.
Fig. 6.7: Lateral Image Error Case 1
Figure 6.8 shows the entire image error as calculated from Equation (3.1) vs time.
It is important to note that while pure lateral error might be rather close and fairly small
(Figure 6.7), when the bank angle is factored into the image error equation, it creates a large
difference between the control schemes. Especially as the above ground altitude increases,
the roll angle is the major contributor to the total lateral image error.
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Fig. 6.8: Total Image Error Case 1
As noted in the introduction, the end goal of RATC isn’t to correct the trajectory in
the most optimal or efficient manner, but rather correct the trajectory in such a way that
the imagery has a smaller lateral shift from the desired flight line. As illustrated in Figure
6.8, RATC can significantly reduce the resulting image error.
6.3.2 Case 2 Results
A comprehensive review of the results for Case 2 (addition of wind in the simulation)
will not be presented since most of the plots were similar to or show the exact same patterns
as illustrated in Case 1. However, three important observations are noted below.
Figure 6.9 shows the effect of wind on the course error in degrees versus time. It is
interesting to note that in Case 1 (Fig. 6.2), both methods were nearly identical. With
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the introduction of wind, RATC actually performs better than AOTC. This may seem
counterintuitive, but again, one must remember that the aerodynamic coefficients of the
aircraft modeled have a significant effect on the performance of the RATC algorithm. The
Aerosonde model presented in [5] has a high degree of lateral stability Cn,β as well as large
restoring side force with respect to sideslip, CY,β.
Fig. 6.9: Course Error Case 2
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Figure 6.10 shows the effect of wind on the lateral image error in meters versus time.
Notice that despite the large deviations in commanded course angle as shown in Figure 6.9,
the overall lateral image and corresponding trajectory errors were relatively low.
Fig. 6.10: Lateral Image Error Case 2
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Figure 6.11 shows the effect of wind on the total image error versus time. RATC was
able to hold a tighter course while keeping the wings level. Similar to results of Case 1
(Figure 6.8), RATC has significantly lower image error than the AOTC method.
Fig. 6.11: Total Image Error Case 2
In summary, the total errors presented in the simulations are compiled in Tables 6.2
and 6.3. With the exception of the sideslip angle, RATC had lower errors in roll angle,
lateral image error, and total image error than AOTC. Especially when looking at the
root means squared (RMS) values of the total image error, RATC shows that trajectory
correction without roll angle greatly reduces payload image error.
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Table 6.2: Simulation Total Error in Imagery Results
Case Number
True Mean ± Standard Deviation (1-σ) RMS Error
Lateral Error Image Error 690m Image Error 690m
Case#1 - AOTC 0.9± 9.4m −29.9± 320.6m 322.0m
Case #1 - RATC 0.6± 6.3m 1.6± 16.3m 16.4m
Case #2 - AOTC 1.3± 20.4m −39.6± 364.5m 366.6m
Case #2 - RATC −0.25± 9.9m 1.0± 21.0m 21.0m
Table 6.3: Simulation Error in Side Slip and Roll
Flight Number
Error Mean ± Standard Deviation (1-σ)
Sideslip β Roll Angle
Case#1 - AOTC −0.02± 0.3◦ −2.2± 23.8◦
Case #1 - RATC 0.3± 2.7◦ 0.08± 0.9◦
Case #2 - AOTC −0.02± 0.4◦ −2.1± 24.5◦
Case #2 - RATC 0.3± 3.3◦ 0.1± 1.0◦
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Chapter 7
Flight Experimental Setup and Autopilot Code Changes
7.1 Aircraft
The flight tests were conducted using the AggieAir Minion Class UAV with basic
specifications found in Table 7.1. It is a kelvar composite built airframe with kelvar/foam
composite wings. For the flight tests, no cameras were flown in the payload bay, but on
the final data set, a small GoPro Hero2TM camera was flown to simulate what the payload
imagery would look like. For the bulk of the flights and testing, IMU and GPS data was
used to calculate the image error as described in Chapter 3. All flights were conducted
under the FAA Certificate of Authorization (COA) number 2014-WSA-88. Further details
can be found at www.aggieair.usu.edu under COAs.
Fig. 7.1: AggieAir Minion Class Aircraft
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Table 7.1: AggieAir Minion UAV Basic Specifications
Weight 13.0 lb
Wingspan 7.25 ft
Wing Area 5.6108 ft2
Cw .8333 ft
Vcruise 50 ft/sec
Propeller Diameter 1.0 ft
Max Motor Power 800 W
Payload Capacity 3.0 lb
AutoPilot Paparazzi Umarim Lite V2
INS VectorNav VN-200
Battery Capacity 40.8 Amp-hours (Ah)
Flight Time 2.5 (hours)
The inertial navigation system (INS) system used in the Minion UAV was the Vec-
torNav VN200 OEM. This provided position and orientation data for both the autopilot
control loops and the payload geo-referencing. See Table 7.2 for detailed INS specifications.
The VN200 INS uses an extended kalman filtering (EKF) scheme to optimally combine
both GPS and IMU data for the best predication of the UAV position. After installing the
avionics, the VN200 roll axis was rotated by 1.8◦ to correct for minor mounting errors in
the IMU to UAV body-fixed coordinate frame. This rotation brought both the payload and
avionics into alignment.
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Table 7.2: VectorNav VN200 Specifications
Horizontal Position Accuracy 2.5 m
Vertical Position Accuracy (w/barometer) 2.5 m
Velocity Accuracy 0.05 m/s
Dynamic Heading Accuracy 0.3◦
Dynamic Roll/Pitch Accuracy 0.1◦
GPS Update Rate 5.0 Hz
INS Solution Update Rate 100 Hz
7.2 Autopilot changes
The Paparazzi autopilot is an open source autopilot platform used by universities and
other groups around the world. Its functionality is for both fixed wing and rotorcraft; how-
ever, only the fixed wing control loops were modified during the hardware implementation
portion of this research. Figure 7.2 shows the original inline hierarchy of the autopilot func-
tions. The high level path manager loop is comprised of a vector gradient field surrounding
the path line or orbit that the aircraft needs to follow. The position of the aircraft relative
to the desired flight line in the vector gradient field determines the strength and direction
of the course correction command. This vector field points in the direction of the desired
trajectory if the UAV has no lateral error. Otherwise, it points into the desired flight line
asymptotically reaching a max course error command that is specified by the user. Ad-
ditional higher level path planning algorithms were implemented, but for the purposes of
this thesis they were disregarded in the relevant autopilot figures since they were identical
between methods. Additional insight into the differences between requirements for path
managers are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. Further observations in Figure 7.2 reveal
that the outer control loop (Course Control Loop) and the inner control loop (Roll Control
Loop) follow the same design pattern as mentioned in Chapter 4. To make successive loop
closure valid, the inner loop must run faster than the outer loop. In order to give decent
separation between the control loops, it is noted that the Course Control Loop runs at 4
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Hz and the Roll Control Loop is at 20 Hz. Further details regarding control loop frequency
can be found in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Paparazzi Control Loop Specifications
INS Update Rate 60 Hz
Navigation Command Rate (AOTC only) 4 Hz
Aileron Command Rate 20 Hz
Rudder Command Rate 20 Hz
Data Logging Rate 5 Hz
Fig. 7.2: Original Paparazzi Control Loop Structure
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Figure 7.3 illustrates the high level changes made to the Paparazzi autopilot control loop
structure. Note the use of the switch for proper comparison between to the two trajectory
correction methods could be made. If the RATC method was not selected, the rudder
control surface was set to zero (neutral command) and the original Paparazzi control loops
were used. In this instance, the aircraft would follow an AOTC control scheme. However,
if the RATC switch was selected, the autopilot would follow the modified RATC code. An
effort was made to keep as much of the functionality from the original code as possible.
By doing so, a more unbiased comparison could be formed since the RATC modifications
primarily changed the rudder control surface command. This is also evident through the
use of the original Roll Command Loop. The roll setpoint was set to zero, otherwise, no
other changes were made to the aileron control loops. The desire to retain the original
control loops caused performance issues in the roll angle control. One experimental change
to combat this issue was a feedforward controller on the roll angle command. The rudder
command signal would generate a nonzero command in the desired roll angle, attempting
to remove the inherent bias found in proportional derivative (PD) controllers. In the end,
a lightweight integrator was placed on the desired roll angle ( φ = 0) and the feedforward
control from the rudder command was not used. However, with both strategies, the roll
controller natural frequency was not high enough to generate the same roll control seen in
the simulation results. These issues were not enough to negate the positive effect RATC
had on the flight imagery, but increasing the roll controller natural frequency would allow
RATC to further reduce the lateral image error. These issues are discussed in more detail
in Chapters 8 and 10.
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Fig. 7.3: Revised Paparazzi Control Loop Structure
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The elimination of successive loop closure can be seen in the Course Control Loop that
runs at 20 Hz and commands the rudder at the same frequency. Early flight tests tried to
use an update rate of 4 Hz for the outer path manager, however this proved inadequate for
control of the aircraft. Thinking of the update rate physically, at 4 Hz with the aircraft
traveling an average of 20 m/s, 4 Hz gave a heading correction every 5 meters. With
the course control command at 20 Hz, this reduced the distance between corrections to 1
meter. During the testing, when the rudder command was set at 4 Hz, it was noted that the
aircraft had larger lateral errors and more aggressive swings in heading as the aircraft tried
to maintain the desired trajectory. All of the flight results presented in Chapter 9 are with
the rudder command rate at 20 Hz. The code from the control loops that was implemented




8.1 Overview of the Test Flights Conducted
During data collection, a total of 22 flights were flown with 9.75 cumulative flight
hours. The flights began on 5/29/2015 and the final flight with the GoPro data collection
was 11/23/2015. The flights included preliminary rudder response testing, IMU upgrades,
path manager changes, and trajectory testing with AOTC and RATC algorithms flown back
to back. All the flights used identical waypoints for both the AOTC and RATC tests. With
the RATC switch introduced in Chapter 7, the path planner would traverse an identical
path for both types of controllers. Using the same high level path management code for
both algorithms ensured that the course command structure was consistent, and removed
potential sources of bias when comparing controller performance.
The first flight dataset presented was flown on 10/28/2015 and was a large square
figure eight. Like in the simulation test cases, a fillet was placed in each corner to smooth
the transition between flight lines. The aircraft would start in the center of the crosspoint
shown in Fig. 8.1. It would complete the right hand square first by proceeding to fly to the
bottom right-hand quadrant (south-east). It would continue counter clockwise and cross
back through the center flying towards the bottom left-hand quadrant (south-west). After
completing the left square in a clockwise fashion, it would complete the given flight plan at
the center crosspoint.
The second flight plan shown was also flown on 10/28/2015 and was a large circle. The
purpose of this flight plan was twofold. First, to demonstrate RATC’s ability to successfully
fly a circular orbit without major instability issues. Second, the motor current and velocity
data was used to assess the RATC aerodynamic efficiencies and to provide recommendations
regarding the use of the RATC algorithm as described in Chapter 9.
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The third flight plan shown was flown on 11/23/2015 and comprised a large rectangle
with fillets in the corners. While this flight seems to repeat flight plan #1, two important
distinctions were made. First, this flight plan was using a modified course planner algorithm
that reduced the instability coming out of each corner. This change is very noticeable
between Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.15. Further explanation of this can be found in Section 8.6.
Second, this flight plan was flown with a GoPro HD camera providing a visual confirmation
of the IMU data used to generate the graphs shown in this chapter.
As a final note, the flight data was collected at 150 m AGL but since AggieAirTM
routinely flies at 450 m for aerial image collection, all of the image error plots for the 3 test
cases are shown with the altitude incremented by 300 m to reflect this operational difference.
The GoPro flights were also conducted at lower altitudes for convenience, safety, and to
ensure adequate ground resolution to see landmarks used as verification in the imagery. For
the purpose of comparing payload imagery in Figures 8.26 - 8.31 to total error, Figure 8.25
was not incremented by the 300 m described previously. To see the statistical results for
both altitudes see Table 8.2.
8.2 Flight Plan #1
In Figure 8.1 changes between the trajectory schemes can be seen. Specifically, it is
shown that the RATC had a harder time maintaining the desired flight line. However, this
was due to issues dealing with the abrupt change in desired course as noted in Section 8.6.
During this flight, the course gains were lowered in an attempt to counteract the effects of
this problem. During later flights this issue was addressed and showed significant increase
in controller error performance.
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Fig. 8.1: Position Flight #1
The total lateral error as described in Chapter 3 is shown in Figure 8.2. As was visible
in 8.1, the RATC controller had a higher ground track error. The RATC algorithm hit a
maximum of 34 meters while the AOTC was only 12 meters. While it seems rather high at
nearly 200% increase in image error, once the roll angle is factored into the error calculation,
the lateral error is nearly an order of magnitude lower in contribution.
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Fig. 8.2: Lateral Error Flight #1
Figure 8.3 shows the roll angle of the aircraft. Notice that with the exception of the
spikes (addressed in Section 8.6) the overall roll angle for RATC stayed below 10 degrees.
However, AOTC averaged 10 degrees with initial correction angles of around 20 degrees.
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Fig. 8.3: Roll Angle (φ) Flight #1
As was illustrated in the simulations, the control surface input (Figures 8.4 and 8.5)
was considerably higher in the RATC case. However, even with the large disparity, the
total movement for the rudder surface was below 16 degrees.
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Fig. 8.4: Aileron Control Surface Input Flight #1
Fig. 8.5: Rudder Control Surface Input Flight #1
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Figure 8.6 shows the sideslip angle β as a function of flight time. During the flight
tests, the sideslip was estimated via the IMU and GPS heading data. The dynamic inertial
heading accuracy of the VN200 IMU can be found in Table 7.2. The inertial heading
estimated from the VN200 was subtracted from the GPS course heading and the results
were normalized to a 0− 360 degree range. Since light winds were present during the flight
tests, the data presented is not 100% accurate, but in the absence of a true sideslip 5 port
Pitot tube sensor, they show the approximate comparisons. The RATC algorithm had
obviously higher sideslip angles. This data trend was also verified with visual observations
from the ground.
Fig. 8.6: Beta Flight #1
Figure 8.7 shows the total image error vs flight time. As was noted in Chapters 3 and
6, even though the lateral error was 200% higher in the RATC case, with the roll angle
factored into the equation, RATC offers significant reductions in the total image error.
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Fig. 8.7: Total Image Error @450 meters AGL Flight #1
8.3 Flight Plan #2
Figure 8.8 shows the circular pattern used in the energy calculations. Visually, both
algorithms perform well, with the RATC slightly more inconsistent in performance. How-
ever, when compared to Figure 8.1, a significant improvement in lateral error is noted. An
interesting observation from the maneuver can be seen in the mid left hand side of the
RATC circle. The estimated wind was nearly west to east and the large perturbation from
nominal occurred as the aircraft pivoted into the wind while trying to maintain the desired
trajectory. Since banking the main wing can provide more side force than the thrust vector
and lift from the vertical surface, larger sideslip angles and rudder control inputs were nec-
essary with RATC. As a result, the roll controller had a harder time keeping up with the
rudder command and the presence of sideslip introduced trajectory tracking errors. High
sideslip angles are one of the principle drawbacks of the RATC method and are greatly
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influenced by the aerodynamic coefficients of the aircraft controlled.
Fig. 8.8: Position Flight #2
As noted in section 8.2, RATC has a larger lateral error with similar percentage in
relative error when comparing to AOTC. However, with the issues of course angle discon-
tinuities absent in this test (see section 8.6), the gains were increased and the reduction in
total lateral error was large when compared to Figure 8.2.
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Fig. 8.9: Lateral Error Flight #2
Figure 8.10 shows the roll angle of the aircraft. The roll angle during RATC flight was
considerably smaller than during AOTC flight, even when the aircraft was pivoting into the
wind with large rudder control inputs.
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Fig. 8.10: Roll Angle (φ) Flight #2
Figure 8.11 shows the control surface deflection versus time. Again, RATC requires
significantly more control input than AOTC. Notice that in the RATC case, the aileron
input follows the same trend as the rudder command. This observation is noted in the
future work section as a possibility for the incorporation of a feedforward aileron controller
to give better response in roll control.
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Fig. 8.11: Aileron Control Surface Input Flight #2
Fig. 8.12: Rudder Control Surface Input Flight #2
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As expected in Figure 8.13, the sideslip angles are higher in the RATC case. Notice that
as the aircraft pivots into the wind, the sideslip angle becomes very high, nearly 30 degrees.
To reduce the sideslip angle necessary to maintain trajectory control, physical changes to
the airframe would be required to increase the aircraft’s sideforce generated from β.
Fig. 8.13: Beta Flight #2
Even with the large disturbance in roll angle, the RATC image center stayed much
closer to zero than the AOTC. It is also noted that this is the most extreme maneuver that
the RATC algorithm will complete, since it was comprised of continuous turning flight both
into and out of the wind vector.
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Fig. 8.14: Total Image Error @450 meters AGL Flight #2
8.4 Flight Plan #3
The final flight included the use of the GoPro Hero2HD camera onboard for the payload
verification in the thesis requirements. This flight also incorporated a basic course slewing
code to offset the issues discovered during the 10-28-2015 flights dealing with path planner
desired course angle discontinuities. As a result, the path and RATC gains were increased
without the roll lag issues evident in Figure 8.3. In essence, the overall natural frequency
of the RATC algorithm was increased without exceeding the natural frequency of the roll
controller. As shown in upcoming figures, this small change brought about large reductions
in total image error of the RATC algorithm, beyond those already presented.
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Fig. 8.15: Position Flight #3
In comparison to Figure 8.1, the increase in RATC natural frequency resulted in visibly
lower position error as seen in Figure 8.15. Both controllers in this case perform nearly equal,
with the RATC algorithm having slight overshoot in the upwind (left hand side) corners.
As inferred from Figure 8.15, the total lateral error as shown in Figure 8.16 was on
the same order of magnitude for both methods. With the exception of the data at 50,
150, and 200 seconds, the lateral error was almost identical. When compared to Figure 8.2
where the disparity between methods was over 400%, both RATC and AOTC performed
at a similar level. The overall shift of the error to a negative mean is a function of the
trajectory controller derivations. Both methods make assumptions about treating β as an
input disturbance. Looking at Table 8.3, both methods see similar averages and variances.
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For the AOTC case, the difference in both mean and standard deviation is less than 1.1
meters.
Fig. 8.16: Lateral Error Flight #3
As mentioned earlier, the alignment of the natural frequencies of the both the rudder
and the roll angle controllers improved the overall performance of the algorithm. Comparing
the roll angle between Flight #1 (Fig. 8.3)and Flight #3 (Fig. 8.17), a marked difference
is noted: the large spikes in roll angle φ that occurred at each heading discontinuity are no
longer present. As previously identified in both the simulation results and in the previous
flight tests, the roll angle has a much larger bearing on the total error in the imagery than
does the lateral cross-track error.
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Fig. 8.17: Roll Angle (φ) Flight #3
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Fig. 8.18: Aileron Control Surface Input Flight #3
Fig. 8.19: Rudder Control Surface Input Flight #3
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Another interesting result of matching the natural frequencies of both the roll and yaw
control loop as described in Section 8.6, is a reduction in the sideslip angles observed during
the tests. As shown below in Table 8.1, there was a 40% reduction in the mean and standard
deviation of the sideslip between AOTC and RATC. This is attributed to the roll controller
being able to keep the aircraft level while still allowing increased rudder input.
Fig. 8.20: Beta Flight #3
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Table 8.1: Flight Test Side Slip Angle Comparison
Flight Number
Error Mean ± Standard Deviation (1-σ)
Sideslip Angle (β)
#1 - RATC (2st half) −10.0± 10.8◦
#3 - RATC (GoPro) −6.0± 6.4◦
Fig. 8.21: Total Image Error @450 meters AGL Flight #3
8.5 Payload Imagery Validation
To visualize what the previous graphs mean in terms of data collection and potential,
Flight #3 was flown over a series of roads and fence lines used as landmarks, confirming the
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IMU data shown in Figures 8.23 -8.25, as well as Tables 8.2 and 8.3. Verification of data
is difficult to see during the orbit/corner portions of the test due to faint and low contrast
landmarks. However, the road and fence lines flown over during the straight flight line
portions give good validation to the IMU data collected. In addition, they provide valuable
physical insight into the effect RATC has on payload imagery, more so than the raw IMU
data shown throughout the rest of Chapter 8. Approximately 15 seconds of imagery is
shown below, with an image sampled roughly every 3 seconds. The wind vector present
during the datasets is moving from the left to right (west to east) and was estimated at
roughly 3 m/s.
Fig. 8.22: Flight Plan overlaid on Google MapsTM
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Fig. 8.23: Lateral error in GoPro image dataset
Fig. 8.24: Roll angle in GoPro image dataset
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At first glance, this small data set presented with the GoPro validation indicates a drop
in performance of the RATC algorithm, compared to what has previously been shown. Due
to low contrast in the payload imagery, the portion of flight selected for the comparison,
was straight line - not orbit - following flight. RATC offers the greatest and most notable
benefits regarding lateral image error reduction during the orbiting or circular path portions
of the flight plan. However, RATC still had lower errors as shown in the following payload
images.
Fig. 8.25: Image Error at flight altitude of 150m in GoPro dataset
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Fig. 8.26: Comparison Image 1
Left-AOTC, RATC-Right
Fig. 8.27: Comparison Image 2
Left-AOTC, RATC-Right
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Fig. 8.28: Comparison Image 3
Left-AOTC, RATC-Right
Fig. 8.29: Comparison Image 4
Left-AOTC, RATC-Right
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Fig. 8.30: Comparison Image 5
Left-AOTC, RATC-Right
Fig. 8.31: Comparison Image 6
Left-AOTC, RATC-Right
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The first conclusion drawn about the differences between schemes is just how significant
the roll angle error is in the total image error. While that has been emphasized throughout
both the simulations and the IMU data, seeing the visual difference adds depth to the
benefits of using the RATC algorithm for real world payload data collection. Looking at
the first three images, the aircraft is coming out of the corner and attempting to follow the
straight line portion of the flight plan. The overall image stability is worse in the AOTC
algorithm, AOTC having larger side-to-side swings of the image center. By Image Set 3 and
4 the AOTC algorithm had settled and relative errors between the frames and the methods
were similar. Image Set 5 starts the turn into the next corner. The beginning of this turn
shows some difference but it isn’t until Image Set 6 that it is clear that the RATC method
has better control of the roll angle in the corner turn. This results in lower lateral image
error and better image stability.
Table 8.2: Flight Test Total Error in Imagery Results
Case Number
True Mean ± Standard Deviation (1-σ) RMS Error
Image Error 150m Image Error 450m Image Error 450m
#1 - AOTC (1st half) −19.4± 19.5m −58.5± 60.6m 84.2m
#1 - RATC (1st half) 13± 13.7m 9.1± 38.2m 39.2m
#1 - AOTC (2st half) 18.5± 20.7m 56.3± 62.6m 84.1m
#1 - RATC (2st half) −7.0± 18.1m −1.5± 47.6m 47.6m
#2 - AOTC 33.4± 5.5m 94.7± 17.1m 96.2m
#2 - RATC 0.9± 8.0m 6.7± 22.4m 26.3m
#3 - AOTC 21.7± 23.1m 67.2± 68.3m 95.7m
#3 - RATC 0.3± 14.6m 14.1± 41.3m 43.6m
#3 - AOTC (GoPro) 15.6± 22.9m 49.9± 68.4m 84.3m
#3 - RATC (GoPro) −1.9± 13.2m 4.6± 39.7m 39.7m
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Table 8.3: Flight Test Lateral and Roll Angle Error Results
Flight Number
True Error Mean ± Standard Deviation (1-σ)
Lateral Error Roll Angle
#1 - AOTC (1st half) 2.0± 3.5m −7.3± 7.6◦
#1 - RATC (1st half) 15.1± 7.5m −0.8± 4.6◦
#1 - AOTC (2st half) −2.1± 2.8m 7.1± 7.8◦
#1 - RATC (2st half) −10.0± 8.0m 1.1± 5.7◦
#2 - AOTC −0.04± 0.9m 11.5± 2.1◦
#2 - RATC −2.3± 5.2m 1.1± 2.9◦
#3 - AOTC −2.7± 3.9m 8.5± 8.4◦
#3 - RATC −7.2± 5.0m 2.6± 5.1◦
#3 - AOTC (GoPro) −2.7± 3.2m 6.4± 8.4◦
#3 - RATC (GoPro) −5.6± 2.0m 1.2± 5.0◦
8.6 Special Considerations and Implications on Path Planning Algorithms
Due to the rudder control surface being able to command heading changes faster than
AOTC [12], special considerations must be taken when using AOTC-based path man-
agers/path planners. It was discovered that the implementation of the aggressive natural
frequencies and corresponding control gains found in the simulation model were not realistic.
The Aerosonde simulation had both an aggressive natural frequency for the yaw correction
loop and an even more aggressive natural frequency for the roll correction loop. When
attempts were made to replicate this in hardware, severe oscillations were discovered in the
roll controller. As a result, the natural frequency was lowered in the roll loop. To keep good
lateral error performance, the RATC yaw natural frequency was kept high instead of being
lowered like the roll loop (see figure 8.34). This compromise seemed to work well. However,
as illustrated in Figure 8.3, large spikes in the roll angle were evident after orbit following
flight regimes. Extensive analysis was performed and it was discovered that the root cause of
the problem was discontinuity in the heading command. While the roll correction controller
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was normally able to keep up with the high gains of the yaw loop, the roll controller was
overwhelmed when these discontinuities were present. While this phenomenon also existed
with AOTC, it didn’t effect control stability and therefore was never addressed. As shown
in Figures 8.32 and 8.33, at the point of discontinuity, the AOTC method rolls from a high
roll angle to a significantly lower but opposite bank angle. Contrast this with the RATC
case, where at the point of discontinuity, it jumps from a very low bank angle to the large
spikes described above. As a basic corrective measure, the course command was restricted
to a specified rate of change. If the course command step change went above this rate of
change, the command was artificially slewed and attenuated before being sent to the yaw
control loop. This change was very effective at choking the higher natural frequencies in
the yaw control loop and allowed the roll correction loop to maintain control. The choking
of the high natural frequencies can be seen in figure 8.35. The code implemented for the
correction is found in Appendix A.2.
Fig. 8.32: Desired Course Angle Discontinuity AOTC
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In figure 8.32, numerous discontinuities can be seen, for example at the 30, 80, and 180
second time stamps. At each time stamp, an opposite but overall decreased roll angle is
observed. It can also be seen that the response is fairly smooth, indicating that the lower
natural frequency of the roll controller for AOTC flight doesn’t destabilize the system with
the discontinuity.
Fig. 8.33: Desired Course Angle Discontinuity RATC
Unlike figure 8.32, the RATC response is significantly different than AOTC case even
with a similar heading change (see Figure 8.33). Notice that the roll angle goes from
controlled state to a sharp impulse as the discontinuity enters the yaw controller. As noted
earlier, the faster natural frequency of the yaw loop reacted quickly to the command change
but the roll controller could not keep up.
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Fig. 8.34: Course Error Response Uncorrected
Notice the difference in settling times between the two methods as shown in Figure 8.34.
As described above, the RATC yaw response natural frequency was left high to decrease the
overall lateral error. The natural frequency of the RATC yaw controller was nearly double
that of the roll controller. This scenario didn’t cause problems in normal flight, but was
only evident when there were discontinuities in the course angle resulting in a step change
in the yaw error.
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Fig. 8.35: Course Error Response Corrected
Figure 8.35 shows the difference in the response time of the yaw loop when discontinu-
ities in the desired course angle were slewed. Unlike 8.34, where the response of the yaw loop
was nearly twice that of the roll controller, with the active attenuation of the discontinuity
errors, the RATC yaw bandwidth was slightly slower than that of the roll control loop.
This allowed the roll control loop to keep pace with the yaw loop during the step change,
yet did not effect its normal error correction thus resulting in lower lateral errors. Both of
these effects are manifest when comparing Figure 8.3 to 8.17 with the later graph showing
a considerable improvement in roll performance between the two RATC implementations.
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Chapter 9
Power Consumption and Special Cases
9.1 Short Exposition on Power Efficiency
As noted in Chapters 6 and 8, the RATC algorithm required more control surface input.
Also, the use of a shorter aspect ratio lifting surface (the vertical stabilizer), generated lift in
a less efficient manner. Both of these inefficiencies negatively impacted the performance of
the RATC algorithm by increasing the power required for trajectory correction maneuvers.
Especially with small electric based UAVs, additional power expended during trajectory
correction directly impacts the total flight time and ground coverage. As a first order
estimate of these inefficiencies, Prandtl’s lifting line theory [7, p.55] can be used to calculate
the approximate change in power required.
Using physics, it can be shown that to follow a desired circular radius, a certain amount
of lateral acceleration must be exerted regardless of aircraft attitude. For a perfect circle,
the lateral acceleration required is the tangential velocity squared divided by the turning
radius [7, p.320]. Since the aircraft weighed the same regardless of controller configuration,
and by using Newton’s second law, the lateral force required for AOTC and RATC is
identical. With AOTC, this force comes from banking the main wing. For flat turning with
RATC, the lateral force vector must be generated by the vertical control surface instead
of the main wing. For a preliminary look at power efficiency of the two control schemes,
the nonlinear force contributions/inefficiencies from the motor thrust vector, and additional
drag due to the fuselage in RATC flat turning flight, will be neglected and assume that all
lift is generated by the vertical control surface.
For this basic analysis, this research looked at an identical circular path with the RATC
method in flat turning flight and the AOTC method having a bank angle of 15 degrees.
This analysis loosely represents the conditions found in Flight #2. For consistency purposes,
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both aircraft are assumed to be traveling at 65.62 ft/sec (20 m/s) at sea level.
Starting with the AOTC case and assuming a coordinated turn with no climb angle,
the change in lift of the main wing can be found by comparing the steady level lift vector to
the turning flight lift vector found in Equation 9.1. Using the parameters defined in Table
7.1, the level lift coefficient is 0.453. For turning flight, this increases to 0.469. In terms of
actual lift, this is an increase of 0.459 lbs of force generated to provide the necessary lateral










The lift generation efficiency is largely influenced by the lift coefficient (CL), the aspect










The Oswald efficiency factor (Equation 9.3) uses κD, a correction factor also based on
the aspect ratio. For the main wing, the aspect ratio (RA) is 9.4 and the vertical stabilizer
is 1.2. For the main wing κD = 0.075 and the vertical stabilizer κD = 0.01. Using Equation
9.2, the total increase in the drag coefficient for the AOTC case is estimated at 0.000537.
To generate the same 0.459 lbs of lateral force with the vertical tail surface for RATC
flight (using Equations 9.2 and 9.3), it results in an increased drag coefficient of 0.000592.
This shows that when looking at drag due to lift inefficiencies, the RATC wastes 10.2%
more power. The RATC method also requires more control input. By adding the drag
due to increased control surface deflections (using the CDδa ), this estimate jumps to nearly
25.6% additional power wasted with RATC over AOTC.
To empirically test changes in power required to sustain forward flight, a circular flight
plan was created (see Flight Plan #2). Inside the flight routine, identical circles featuring
both AOTC and RATC methods were implemented. This allowed back to back datasets to
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be collected with nearly identical wind conditions and circle placement. Once the aircraft
was navigating within the specified circle, the throttle command was adjusted to the point
that the aircraft was no longer dropping in altitude and was holding a constant speed. This
process was repeated for both methods with the AOTC dataset being used as the baseline.
The raw motor current data can be found in Figure 9.1. Errors in both current and voltage
data collection by the electronic speed control (ESC) during flight were neglected for two
reasons. First, the same ESC was used for both AOTC and RATC flight paths. Second,
the following analysis is based on the relative difference between the methods and not the
absolute power used. Details of the flight plan beyond those provided in Chapter 8, such as
the motor current analysis and the throttle command can be found in Table 9.1. In short,
from a power perspective, RATC requires 30.9% more instantaneous power for trajectory
correction than AOTC.
Fig. 9.1: Motor current in steady circling flight
9.2 Implications of RATC with specialized flight plans
As noted in the introduction, one of the key areas where RATC shows significant
flight plan improvement over AOTC, occurs when multiple flight lines are impractical or
impossible to achieve due to the geometry of the flight pattern. Some key examples of this
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Table 9.1: Power Consumption during Cornering
AOTC RATC
Flight Circle Radius 165 m 165 m
Motor Current Datalogging Rate 2 HZ 2 HZ
Motor Current Mean 15.35 A 20.10 A
Motor Current Standard Deviation (1-σ) 0.73 A 1.29 A
Motor Throttle Setting Mean 69.35 % 74.95 %
Motor Throttle Setting Standard Deviation (1-σ) 1.18 % 1.04 %
Motor Voltage Level 14.9 Volts 14.8 Volts
Motor Average Power 228.7 W 297.5 W
Aircraft Average Velocity 18.4 m/s 17.6 m/s
are river and pipeline surveying [13], or any other non-parallel remote sensing application.
In all of these examples, each flight line is connected and contains essential data (see Figures
9.2 and 9.4). It is shown that using RATC, even with greater aerodynamic losses, potential
energy savings can still be realized from the shorter flight paths needed during cornering.
Fig. 9.2: Conventional Survey Grid Pattern
As shown in Figure 9.2, since the area surveyed is rectangular, the flight lines are
setup with every flight line being exactly parallel to the last. To connect each flight line, a
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radius can be flown using AOTC since the data being gathered in between the flight lines
holds little or no value. In the river mapping case (Figure 9.4) each upcoming flight line
is connected with the previous segment. The opportunity to use an AOTC controlled turn
becomes difficult or impossible with a fixed camera payload since the roll angle during the
turn would create non-centered imagery over crucial sensing areas. To combat this problem,
the AOTC flies past the flight line, then makes the turn beyond the region of interest before
reconnecting with the desired flight line (see Figure 9.3). In contrast, when using RATC,
the low roll angles allow data collection during the radius portion of the flight lines. As
noted previously, RATC was a less efficient mode of flight than AOTC. However, when
considering the differences just in the orbit portion of flight, significant power savings can
be achieved.
Fig. 9.3: AOTC in a Simulated River Survey
Using a generic 90 degree river bend (as illustrated in both Figures 9.3 and 9.4) and the
power data shown in Table 9.1, a power consumption comparison between the algorithms
was made. The AOTC case will fly beyond the river corner, execute a turn, realign with the
next river section, roll level, and continue on the specified flight path. The RATC algorithm
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Fig. 9.4: RATC in a Simulated River Survey
will leverage its flat turn ability and simply follow the river. To maintain consistency, the
assumption is made that the radius of the river and the AOTC circle is 165 m, identical
to the data gathered in flight plan #2. Using simple geometry, the distance from start to
the end of the turn is 1437 m and 259 m for the AOTC and RATC methods respectively.
Using the speed and power data from Table 9.1, it is shown that the AOTC method uses
4.96 watt hours of energy and RATC uses 1.2 watt hours (see Table 9.2 for more details
regarding efficiencies).
As a result, while the RATC method does require more instantaneous power, with
the reduction in required path length enables an energy savings of 75.4% over AOTC. In
addition, RATC reduces the time in the corner by 81%. This wouldn’t have a major impact
Table 9.2: Power Consumption during Theoretical 90 degree Corner
AOTC RATC Percentage Difference
Corner Path Length 1437.5 m 259.2 m 82.0% Reduction
Corner Path Time 78.1 s 14.8 s 81.0% Reduction
Corner Energy Spent 4.96 Wh 1.22 Wh 75.4% Reduction
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on flight plans with few turns. However, for complicated river mapping applications with




Final Conclusions and Future Work
10.1 Lessons Learned
The first lesson learned was the difference between modeled simulations and hardware
testing. Hardware nonlinearities caused significant controller performance disparities. The
simulation results presented in Chapter 6 neglect any type of servo/actuator model. As a
result, the gains used in the simulated RATC roll controller were very aggressive with a
high natural frequency. This in turn gave excellent roll control even with the discontinuities
in heading command and rudder response. As noted in Section 8.6, when implemented in a
real UAV, the dead band and limits in resolution of the low cost servos caused roll instability
at much lower natural frequencies than that of the simulation model. Consequently, desired
heading discontinuities, combined with a slower roll response had a large impact in RATC
algorithm performance.
The second lesson learned was the effect of changing control loop frequency. As noted
in section 7.2, the 4 Hz update control rate would seem fast (nearly the response time of a
human RC pilot). However, at this rate, the distance between corrections was nearly 5 m.
When the frequency was increased to 20 Hz, this dropped the correction distance to 1 m.
Consequently, the RATC algorithm was able to maintain tighter path following after the
change from 4 Hz to 20 Hz.
The third major lesson learned was the effect of path planners on trajectory controller
performance. As detailed in section 8.6, the discontinuity between the trajectory lines
had severe effects when the heading response was faster than the roll response. This took a
considerable amount of time to learn, as the repercussions of discontinuities were not visible
in the preliminary simulations.
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10.2 Final Conclusions
The objective of this thesis was to develop ways of decreasing image error for fixed
cameras when used for UAV surveying missions. Initially, a review of the methods for cor-
recting image errors was conducted and it was concluded that the major cause of image error
stemmed from the trajectory control scheme using bank angle as the primary means of path
correction. The research then focused on alternative ways to correct the trajectory without
using the roll angle found in traditional autopilots. A trajectory controller referred to as
Rudder Augmented Trajectory Correction (RATC) was developed to decrease the required
roll angle for path correction, while still following the desired trajectory. As illustrated in
Figures 8.7, 8.8 8.16, 8.25, and Table 8.2, the RATC algorithm offers significant reduction
in fixed camera image centerline errors. The comprehensive mathematical derivation of the
RATC algorithm found in chapter 5 lays the groundwork for the analytical advantages that
the RATC algorithm offers. Using the assumptions listed, the derivation gives a simpli-
fied approximation of the system stability. Then, using estimated aerodynamic and control
derivatives from the Aerosonde UAV, it is shown that RATC can produce a stable, control-
lable system using analytical design tools. Next, RATC was applied in the real world of
remote sensing using the AggieAir Minion class UAV with the Paparazzi autopilot. Finally,
the RATC performance was evaluated and proved using IMU sensor data and payload im-
agery. In conclusion, summarizing the data from Table 8.2, at the operational altitude of
450m, RATC offers an 89.0% reduction of the image error mean and an 28.3% reduction
in the image error standard deviation over AOTC implementations. For river mapping and
other connected flight path applications, RATC enables an energy savings of 75.4% and
time reduction of 81% over AOTC per path turn.
10.3 Future Work
Future work involves three general categories. First, is the improvement of the path
planning algorithm so that the gradient fields between orbit and straight line following flight
regimes are continuous at the boundaries. By aligning the gradient fields boundaries, the
heading command no longer has discontinuities that cause step changes in the yaw controller.
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Also, path planning can improved by investigating the use of gradient field curl to reduce
trajectory errors during orbiting flight. The second category deals with improvements of
the roll control loop. As noted in section 7.2, the roll control loop was changed as little
as possible to mitigate potential differences when comparing the two methods. However,
when reviewing flight data, a clear similarity between the rudder and the aileron input is
noted (see figures 8.4 and 8.5). Using this similarity, further work is necessary to derive and
implement a feedforward controller in the aileron command loop. This would help to correct
for the rolling moment generated by the rudder input, further minimizing the roll angle in
RATC implementations. The last category of future work deals with the possibilities of
using RATC on aircraft optimized to use it. The AggieAir Minion UAV was designed for
AOTC flight and, as a result, using it with RATC was less than optimal. Redesigning
the airframe to maximize side force coefficients in an achievable and robust manner would
address some of the issues inherent in RATC (the need for larger sideslip angles). Similar
tests, as detailed in Chapter 8, would need to be repeated to show improvements in the
algorithm, based on the new aerodynamic design.
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RATC Controller and Course Control Code
A.1 RATC Control Code
The following code was the implementation of the RATC algorithm in the Paparazzi
autopilot. Notice the use of two control loops. One was using the VN200 that gave the rate
of change in the heading (ψ̇) directly. If VN200 was not used, a Tustin rule approximated
(ψ̇).
// RATC Algorithm ****************************
inline static void h_ctl_yaw_loop( void ) {
float err = temp_course_setpoint-gps.course / 1e7;
NormRadAngle(err);
float cmd = 0; //intialize rudder cmd
#ifdef USE_VECTORNAV
cmd = h_ctl_course_ratc_pgain*err-estimator_r * h_ctl_course_ratc_dgain;
#else
//lowpass discrete differentiator implementation
static float tau_rud = 0.02;
//time constant of realizable differentiator
static float diff_rud; // derivative term for rud cmd
float ts = 1.0/20; //sample time for discrete differentiator
static float last_err;





cmd = h_ctl_course_ratc_pgain * err - diff_rud * h_ctl_course_ratc_dgain;
#endif
h_ctl_yaw_setpoint = cmd;
BoundAbs(h_ctl_yaw_setpoint, MAX_PPRZ); //Bound to max servo cmd
h_ctl_rudder_setpoint = h_ctl_yaw_setpoint; // assign rudder cmd
//Experimental feedfoward input on roll command to agument roll gain
h_ctl_roll_setpoint = h_ctl_course_ratc_roll_corr*h_ctl_yaw_setpoint/9600;
BoundAbs(h_ctl_roll_setpoint, M_PI); // Bound within plus/minus PI
// RATC END ****************************
}
A.2 Yaw Slew Code for Course Discontinuities
The following contains the code used to slew/slow down the rudder response during
discontinuities in course angle command. In short, if the desired heading changed more
rapidly than the defined maximum, this code would augment the course angle by the defined
maximum and would continue to do so until the course angle changes fell below the cutoff
threshold.




float diff_yaw = h_ctl_course_setpoint-last_course_setpoint;
NormRadAngle(diff_yaw);
BoundAbs(diff_yaw, h_ctl_yaw_slew/10);
temp_course_setpoint += diff_yaw+last_course_setpoint;
NormRadAngle(temp_course_setpoint);
#else
86
temp_course_setpoint = h_ctl_course_setpoint;
#endif
last_course_setpoint = temp_course_setpoint;
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